Nucleation in the presence of slow microscopic dynamics.
Nucleation of a new thermodynamic phase is often a slow process due to the need to overcome a high free-energy barrier. However, there are other sources of slow dynamics; for example, at high densities/low temperatures, the movement of individual molecules or spins may be slow. Here, we study nucleation in a simple phenomenological model that has this type of slow microscopic dynamics. We do this to better understand how the two sources of slow dynamics interact. We find that as nucleation is intrinsically slow, only very slow microscopic dynamics strongly affect how nucleation occurs. The composition of the nucleus at the top of the nucleation barrier is much less sensitive to slow microscopic dynamics than is the composition of the nucleus once it is postcritical. However, slow dynamics affects not only the rate but also the pathway, which no longer goes over the saddle point in the free energy. We also find that the slow microscopic dynamics can cause sampling problems in an algorithm developed to calculate nucleation rates, and so cause it to predict the rate incorrectly.